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MESSAGE TO FUTURE EMPLOYERS !

- I am against any form of dictatorship, under any kind of pressure, be it financial,
media, political, police, military or scientific !

- I am against any form of obligation ( it is called a dictatorship ) !

- That goes against my freedom and the freedom of every citizen !

I CHOOSE - FOR ME:

- No mandatory vaccines !

- No mandatory tests !

- No mandatory health pass !

- No mandatory implants and mandatory tracking !

- The BIG PHARMA groups OWN your government, imposing you infinite
mandatory experimental vaccines, infinite variant of viruses, infinite lockdowns,
they use scare tactitcs ( false statistics ) everytime, extreme police brutality,
interdiction of peaceful protests, etc accusing the no-vaxxed to be THE super
spreaders AND THE DANGER responsible for all of this.., soon human hunting
for the no-vaxxed & concentration camps !

- By submitting yourselves totally to the rules of a corrupt government, under the
constant pressures generated by them & the mass medias, you have given up
your freedoms and accepted the death of democracy !

They push to FORCED VACCINES for those who want to WORK & HAVE A JOB
, THIS IS PURE MADNESS & PURE DICTATORSHIP FORM !



- I WILL NEVER SURRENDER !

- Democracy is the LEGITIMATE right of all people to choose of their own free
will what is best for them, the freedom to act, think freely, move freely, work and
live freely !

- It’s easy to understand that all of this madness, all of this is just the death of
democracy, they are ripping of ALL your rights, everything, NOW you can’t do
anything more, THEY decide for you, because the BELGIAN people have
decided to not fight the dictatorship in place !

PLEASE WATCH THIS INFORMATION:

http://thepandorabox.be/videos/meps-press-conference-on-the-abusive-
use-of-green-certificate-eu-parliament.mp4

- If you have chosen to blindly obey the rules dictated by a corrupt government,
then avoid working with me !

- I am a free being and a free artist !

- I work with those who do not impose rules on me and who understand and
accept my choices !

THANK YOU FOR YOUR UNDERSTANDING !




